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Company Overview

● Goal is to “Bring Inspiration and innovation to every athlete in the World, if 
you have a body you are an athlete” 

● Founded in 1964 in Oregon by Phil Knight and his then Track coach Bill 
Bowerman 

● 1988 an advertising firm was hired to create the phrase “Just do it” 
● Most valuable apparel Brand at 32 billion 
● Original Nike swoosh designed for just $35 at the time is now one of the 

top 10 most recognized logos globally 
● Roughly 73,000 employees globally 



S.W.O.T Nike 

● Strength- Global Brand/Logo Recognition
● Advertising budget has spent 6.3 billion dollars the past two years 
● Weakness- Public perception of manufacturing facilities(low pay, and 

terrible work conditions) 
● Opportunity- Digital sales/marketing 
● Further expansion into international markets 
● Threat- Maintaining positive image in the media dealing with products and 

manufacturing 



S.W.O.T Adidas 
● Strength-Has strong social media presence in World Cup and growing 

presence in Olympics sponsorship 
● Weakness -93% on manufacturing is outsourced to Asia could be 

problematic to supply chain if Labor strikes, regulatory change or Political 
uncertainty occurs 

● Overdependence on Asian Production and have less diverse product mix 
causing the consumer to have less choices and pay more 

● Opportunity- Emerging market in India demand up 33% for more luxurious 
product 

● Threat - Suppliers have more bargaining power than they realize, Import 
Regulations 



S.W.O.T Under Armour 
● Strengths - Not solely reliant on footwear sales as competitors are more 

diverse product mix (Myfitness pal app) , youngest of competitor 
companies but shows continued growth in revenue 

● Weakness- Limited operating presence, 83% of revenue comes from North 
America, barriers to pierce International markets 

● High investment expenditures over past 3 years company has spent 
billions trying to restructure 

● Opportunity- Constant innovation(body scan to find right fit for athletes), 
and expansion opportunity 

● Threat- Nike and Adidas dominating market, negative press from faulty 
equipment such as chin straps that caused injury in helmets  



Keys to Competitive Success

● A great marketing campaign can skyrocket a company ahead of all its 
competitors.

● Nike not only dominates almost half of the United States athletic apparel 
market, but it is  also newly considered as the most valuable sports 
apparel brand in the world.

● It’s hard to talk about Nike without the “swoosh” logo, or the “Just Do It” 
Slogan coming to mind. These two marketing strategies are what makes 
Nike who they are, and also what feeds the Nike success fire.



How Important are Nike’s Strengths?  

● It’s hard to talk about Nike without the “swoosh” logo, or the “Just Do It” 
Slogan coming to mind. These two marketing strategies are what makes 
Nike who they are, and also what feeds the Nike success fire.

● Low Cost Manufacturing: Virtually all of Nike’s footwear is manufactured 
outside of the United States by independent contract manufacturers who 
operate multiple factories.

● Strong Research and Development: Nike takes its research, design, and 
development efforts very seriously, and it believes this is one of the key 
factors for its success.



How Important Are Nike’s Strengths? 



How Vulnerable are the Weaknesses?

● Ongoing Perception of Poor Labor 
Practices: It wasn’t long ago that 
Nike was facing intense criticism of 
its labor practices and work 
conditions.

● High Prices: Due to its strong brand, 
Nike can typically command a high 
price on the products it sells, which 
in turn supports higher margins and 
profitability.



Major Strategic Problems/Issues Nike Must Address

● Even though it is still at the top, one of the biggest issues that Nike must deal with is its 

decreasing popularity in the US. After years of banking on the sales to the urban youth, Nike has 

finally hit a wall.

● Last month, Nike reported that its quarterly revenue missed its market in the US which caused 

its stock to drop almost 5%. North America sales rose around 7% to $3.81 billion in the third 

quarter but still managed to fall short of its estimate of around $3.87 billion.



Major Strategic Problems/Issues Nike Must Address -
Cont.d



Major Strategic Problems/Issues Nike Must Address -
Cont.d

● A huge cause to Nikes shortcomings earlier this year could be designated to its shoe failing while being worn by 

high profile basketball prospect, Zion Williamson. Their stock dropped 1.37% the day after Williamson blew out 

his shoe. 

● Just days after Nike launched its revolutionary new basketball sneaker, the Adapt BB, users were reportedly 

facing issues connecting both of their shoes to the Nike Adapt App which controls the lacing of the sneaker, 

meaning that it could not be used to lace the shoes.



Future Predictions

● Nike boldly claimed that it would surpass $50 billion in sales in 2020.
● Selling cheaper versions of their popular shoe models and new sneakers at a much lower starting point.
● A mens yoga clothing line will be started and the integration of RFID chips that will help shoe collectors with 

keeping up with their collection.
● Nike will start selling directly to amazon.com for distribution and crack down on third party sellers on the site.


